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ICHEP2020 – Prague 2020
Cultural Collisions Prague 2020
artist residence visit @ CERN / CMS January

January 2020 Working visit of Prof. Vladimir Kokolina and Team
Preparation meeting for workshop days at the University Prague

Due to the Covid19 pandemic, the Workshop days in Prague has been realized the rest of the engagement and exhibition activities has been online.
Educational program for >120 high school students
Visit/ Masterclass/ Art WS/ Could Chamber WS/
Science Flash Mob/

1) end of school year exhibition - online June 2020
2) ICHEP2020 student exhibition – online July/August 2020
3) Exhibition during 20th Czech Physics Conference September 2020
Art competition, please vote for your favourite: http://ichep2020.org/beinspired-vystava-hlasovani.htm
Interdisciplinary engagement is very powerful to enlarge effort outside our community and especially allow students to get deeply involved in the topics with their own mean.

To maximise sustainable IMPACT with our recourses -> engage and collaborate with creative and education institutions

Interdisciplinary collaborations allow to offer a larger variety of ‘languages’ students and general public may understand and relate to.
Summary

Students need to understand
Science is a Creative profession
and the Arts a serious debate on topics.

Thanks for your attention!

For more questions or requests for collaboration please contact: Michael.Hoch@cern.ch